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Subject: NSA demo

Body:

Please be advised that I have scheduled a meeting with relevant staff from the NSA on 21 Oct 97. We should 

probably talk before we meet with them to discuss review issues.Tracy, please see item 2 and advise. 

Thanks.CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Manuel Legaspi/ARRB Date Created: 10/14/97 The Players Who 

initiated the call? Review Board's representative in the call: Manuel LegaspiNational Security Agency (NSA)'s 

representative in the call: restrictedDescription of the Call Date: 10/09/97Subject: NSA demoSummary of the 

Call:Our NSA poc telephonically contacted me at 1530, 09 OCT 97 to further discuss the demo which was 

proposed several weeks ago by ARRB staff. A full report follows:1. She indicated that the two staffers involved 

with JFK issues could visit ARRB HQ on several dates. After floating several suggestions, we agreed that they 

would visit on 21 OCT 97 at 0930. I informed her that the meeting would focus more on a discussion of review 

issues in the current batch of documents rather than the review track "demo," although we would still hold 

the demo for them. She agreed to that format.2. She informed me that several minor administrative issues 

would need to be addressed before they could come over, the most important of which involved the sending 

of clearances from the NSA to the ARRB. I told her that I would speak to our administrative staff to clarify just 

what was needed of them before meeting, and that I would get back in touch with them ASAP.ENDDon't 

forget to compose individual Action Item documents for any action items that resulted from the call!
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